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the location of the optical drive is also unusual. rather than sit next to the
left side of the screen, it's flush with the right side of the keyboard. those
who use their z series laptops as an entertainment center frequently use a
dedicated drive for media or streaming devices, but that can't be done with
the z2. it just doesn't have enough space for a drive of that size. the vaio z2
can only be used with a wired ethernet cable. there's no wi-fi option as
there was on the z, but for something this thin and light, i'm willing to
forgive it a few sacrifices in the name of versatility. for one, it doesn't have
touch support, so you can't control your music or internet connection
through your touchpad. it also lacks the original sony's backlit keyboard,
which is a nice feature for extended use in low-light conditions. like its
larger siblings, the z2 includes the company's impressive x-reality profile,
an image-processing technology designed to enhance the viewing
experience. however, it does use the same artrage drawing app that's
included on the other models. unlike the z and the vp series, artrage is only
available for windows users. sony's unique battery life test measures
battery life based on how long you're able to use the laptop continuously
rather than in a series of small bursts. the figure is expressed in hours, with
the numbers quickly adding up. for example, you can get 12 hours of video
playback, 3 hours of web browsing, 17 hours of music listening, and 23
hours of high-definition video (1080p) on the battery. those numbers are
common for a laptop in this price range, but the time actually used for
tasks as varied as web browsing, video playback, and more was far more
impressive than expected. unfortunately, the z2's design makes its battery
life much less than ideal.
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the vaio ns240's 13.1-inch screen offers a native resolution of 1366x768
pixels, which is a step down from the 13.3-inch screen of the vaio ns220.

the lower-resolution screen was a bit of a disappointment, especially when
we compared it to the screen on the macbook air. the vaio ns240's screen

didn't have the same depth or quality we found on the air's screen.
however, there was plenty of room for viewing content comfortably, and

color reproduction was good. the screen features a matte finish and a
standard, 60-hz refresh rate. the built-in speakers are good for basic

playback, but they aren't very loud. even on our tests of the vaio ns240,
the maximum volume we could achieve was about 65 percent. the vaio

ns240's speakers aren't exceptional for playing music, but they get the job
done in a pinch. they're loud enough to fill a quiet office, but you'll need to
be careful not to get too loud or your coworkers might call the cops. it also

has an hdmi port, which means you can connect the laptop to a tv or a
projector, but it's not easy to do, as it requires connecting to a tv or

projector's audio out port. this means you'll either have to buy a hdmi to
vga adapter, or buy a separate hdmi cable. in addition, the vaio's hdmi port
doesn't support hdcp, which means you can't connect it to blu-ray players

that support hdcp. also, the hdmi port will give you only 4k resolution and a
bit rate of 30 frames per second, not 4k-60fps or the 1080p resolution and
50fps that's available on the macbook air's hdmi port. these pros also have
a few minor features that the 11 lacks, most notably a dedicated gps port.

the 13 comes with a wired, gps antenna in the box, but the 11 does not. my
review unit's gps was getting signal from the satellites, but the radio was so
noisy it was a chore to use. however, if you're looking for a gps navigation

device, the vaio 13 can handle it. the 11 can't. 5ec8ef588b
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